
How do we reduce costs,

lower emissions, improve

punctuality, and forge

stronger partnerships?

Airport CDM

offers a real and 

viable solution

for efficiency.

NOW READ ON TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT HOW AIRPORT CDM
IS WORKING FOR OTHERS AND WHAT IT COULD DO FOR YOU…



Airport Collaborative Decision Making
is all about acting on shared information
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Implementations at pioneer airports have
shown that two milestones are essential for
improving the efficiency of operations. These
are called “Target Off-Block Time“

and “Target Start Up Approval
Time”. 

Experience has shown that focusing on these
two target times enables airports to take a
step forward in operational efficiency. It
creates a commitment by partners that each
will rely on – and it really works.

Target Off-Block Time (TOBT)
represents the time that an airline or handling
agent estimates that an aircraft will be ready,
all doors closed, boarding bridge removed,
push back vehicle available, ready to start
up/push back immediately upon  reception of
clearance from the tower. 

It is issued by the airline or handling agent
and can be considered as a sort of agreement
for the ready time that all partners aim to
achieve. It is an important trigger for
departure management.

Target Start Up Approval
Time (TSAT), on the other hand, is the
responsibility of ATC and informs the flight
crew and other partners when an aircraft can
expect start up and/or pushback approval,
which in turn helps them to manage the turn-
round process. It takes into account the TOBT
as well as the   allocated ATFM slot and the
traffic situation. 

Airports, the missing link in
the ATM network

Take-off
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Landing

En route En route

Airport
information

missing

The only
information regarding
departure times used for planning
purposes by the CFMU today is Estimated
Off-Block Time. This is taken from the filed
flight plans and is only updated if the delay is longer than
15 minutes. This system works fine if everything runs
smoothly. But the real situation can often be very different
from the plan. If anything goes wrong on the ground, the
deviation is not communicated to the network sufficiently
in advance for people to take appropriate action.

While the
CFMU today lacks accurate

information on actual departure
times, for their part ground handlers and

airport operators often have no real-time
information on arriving traffic. This too can cause problems
if, for example, an aircraft arrives early, and the allocated
stand is occupied.

The final step in Airport CDM addresses these issues, pro-
viding automated messages that provide the 'missing link'
effectively connecting the airport to the ATM network.

Collaborative Management of
Flight Updates enhances the
quality of arrival and departure
information exchanges 
between the CFMU and the
CDM Airports.

➔
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CDM in Adverse Conditions
achieves collaborative 
management of a CDM airport
during periods of predicted or
unpredicted reductions of 
capacity.➔
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Collaborative Pre-departure
Sequence establishes an off-
block sequence taking into 
account operators’ preferences
and operational constraints.
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Variable Taxi Time is the key
to predictability of accurate
take off and in-block times      
especially at complex airports.
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The Milestones Approach
(Turn - Round Process) aims to
achieve common situational
awareness by tracking the
process of a flight from the
initial planning to the take off.
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■ Insufficient or unreliable
information

■ No single partner has the 
complete picture

■ Accurate information is provided
too late for a partner to be ready

The Problems

Airport CDM Information
Sharing is essential in that
it forms the foundation for
all the other elements and
must be implemented first

The Solution

Airport Operators, ATC, CFMU,
Aircraft Operators, Ground
Handling and Ground Service
Providers 

The Partners

➔
➔
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The benefits
Airport CDM enables you to...

The result is you...

1 Improve planning and resource utilisation through better
(and more accurate) information sharing

2 Recover quicker from adverse conditions
3 Improve planning at a network level

1 Save costs
2 Reduce emissions
3 Enhance trust and understanding with partners
4 Improve your image 
5 Increase availability of en-route and airport capacity
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1 Improve planning and resource utilisation
through better (and more accurate) 
information sharing
Each partner has at some point a piece of
information that is more up-to-date and more
reliable than the estimates used by other
partners; yet all too often this better
information is not shared. Airport CDM helps
to create common situational awareness by
making this information visible to those that
are affected by it. Each partner has the same
picture, more accurate than before, and acts on
it. This in turn results in more efficient 
operations and better use of resources for
everyone.

“If there is a delay, we know it sufficiently in
advance and can deal with it much better. In
the past, dealing with these situations involved
a lot of phone calls and questions for our hub

controllers. Now, there is no need for open
questions about what is happening. The
information is available.”
Airport dispatchers, Zurich.

2 Recover quicker from adverse conditions
If all other Airport CDM elements are already
in place at an airport, special Airport CDM
procedures for adverse conditions can be
applied. These procedures enable people to
manage the situation efficiently and facilitate
a swift return to normal capacity. It also ensures
that de-icing, whether on stand or remote,
becomes part of the overall process of handling
a flight. The time required for de-icing becomes
visible and it can also be accounted for in the
calculation of the various target times.

“CDM in adverse conditions will never solve all
the problems… but sharing information with

1 Save costs
Cost-benefit analysis concludes

■ Expected benefits of up to €90M
(over 10 years, all partners included)
■ Benefit-to-cost ratio of up to 9/1
■ Quick return of investment for all
partners – 2 years
■ Risk of financial loss is practically 
non existent

There is a very strong case for implementing
Airport CDM

2 Reduce emissions
By using more accurate taxi times and up-to-
date readiness information, ATC can better

plan the departure sequence for flights. If 50
major airports in Europe could save one minute
of taxi time per flight, as Brussels has achieved,
Airport CDM could save airlines 145,000
tonnes of fuel annually which would contribute
to 475,000 tonnes of saved CO2 emissions.

3 Enhance trust and understanding with
partners
“The way we now discuss is completely
different to how it was in the beginning.
Transparency does miracles. The post-analysis
of problems has become more constructive and
is no longer ’a blaming culture‘.”
Marc Matthys, Belgocontrol

all partners definitely helps.” 
Werner Suhner, Swiss

3 Improve planning at a network level
CDM airports are connected with the CFMU via
Flight Update Messages (FUM) and Departure
Planning Information (DPI) messages. These
automated DPI messages keep the CFMU up-to-
date with progress and enable them, if neces-
sary, to update Calculated Take Off Time and
send an FUM to the next destination airport.
This all helps to improve predictability and ex-
tend the local benefits of Airport CDM to the
whole ATM
network.

Airports benefit too, because when the
predictability of arrivals is improved, airport
resources can be used more efficiently.

4 Improve your image 
"Harmonised procedures throughout Europe
and awareness of the actual flight status -
that's why pilots love CDM airports."
Matthias Groppe, Lufthansa CityLine

5 Increase availability of en-route and
airport capacity
“The majority of flights are now ready for take
off at the runway already when their slot
window starts, that means five minutes before
the Calculated Take Off Time. More than 85%
of flights now meet their ATFM slots.”
Airport CDM Munich Results
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When chaos
strikes…
how to
recover faster

“An airport during adverse conditions? This is whenAirport CDM really proves its utility.”
Marc Matthys, Belgocontrol

Predictable 
Forecasted weather changes and associatedrunway configuration
Need for de-icing or anti-icingPlanned construction Planned maintenance worksUnavailability of technical resourcesIndustrial action

Unpredictable 
Sudden weather changes (e.g. thunderstorm)Equipment failures
Accidents / incidents
Security threats
Undeclared personnel strikesFire

Examples  o f  adverse  cond i t i ons

Steps to boost efficiency

A n airport's 'declared capacity’ iscalculated by taking into accountthe  airport infrastructure,availability of resources, and sometimeseven political or environmen-tal considerations. However,this is typically done only fornormal operating conditions.When adverse conditions hit, suddenlyeverything changes, and capacity reducessignificantly. Even when adverse conditionsare predicted, many airports still struggleto use available capacity and return tonormal operations efficiently. Airportspartners have developed various procedures

“Sorry, our
declared capacity
is not available”

to deal with adverse conditions. Theproblem is that these methods are notequally effective and many are appliedinconsistently or without coordinationwith other partners. 

A positive impact
If all other Airport CDM elements arealready in place at an airport, specialAirport CDM procedures for adverseconditions can be applied. The otherelements have to be implemented sinceadverse conditions relies on accurateinformation sharing based on flightprogress and off-block predictions.
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These procedures enable people to managethe situation efficiently and facilitate a swiftreturn to normal capacity. Different “alarmlevels” are defined for each category ofadverse conditions with associated proceduresand other necessary provisions. The impacton capacity and other partners is evaluatedand all partners receive up-to-date andprecise information about status anddevelopments. 

A continuous learning processOf course, ‘organised improvisation’ is some-times necessary, but even then pre-agreementon certain basic steps and procedures willimprove the current situation. Appointingan Airport CDM Coordinator, supported by aCDM Cell composed of representatives ofother partners, is in many cases the mostcost-effective way to achieve the closecooperation that is so vital at these times.

Once the event is over, the same cell isresponsible for post-event evaluation andlearning points. The experience of CDM airports has shown that it is better to adaptexisting procedures than to develop newones; and special procedures should notsubstantially diverge from normal operations.This helps limit the impact on workload,training needs and changes to working habits.
It’s freezing outsideWhen the temperature drops, de-icing oranti-icing of aircraft might be needed. Thisprocedure has a significant impact on turn-round and taxi time, and is often neglectedin the planning process. Thiscan significantly impact 

subsequent phases of the
flight as well as disrupting
the planning of downstream
partners.

CDM in adverse conditions
ensures that de-icing,
whether on stand or remote,becomes part of the overallprocess of handling a

flight. The time required forde-icing becomes visible
and it can also be accounted for in the calculation of the various target times.

As Werner Suhner from Swiss says: “CDM inadverse conditions will never solve all theproblems…  but sharing information with allpartners definitely helps.”

When chaos strikes...

Airport CDM will help you to:
■ better anticipate adverse conditions and thesubsequent change in capacity;

■ keep airport operations as efficient as possiblethrough prompt decision making, flexibility andadaptability;
■ use available capacity and return to normaloperations in the shortest possible time. “At Brussels Airport there is nowa direct phone line installedbetween the tower and theground handlers; and the de-icingprocess includes TOBT & TSAT.” 

Marc Matthys, Belgocontrol

“Adherence to the Airport CDM procedureis the only way to use the de-icingcapacities to the full.”

EFM, Aircraft De-Icing and Towing Services at
Munich Airport

For example, under Airport CDM:■ TOBT is 10:20 including 20 minutes for on stand de-icing  
■ ATC restrictions result in  TSAT of 10:40■ De-icing company sees TSAT, so de-icing is planned to
maximise holdover time.

EUROCONTROL, the European Organisation for  the S afet y of  Air  Navigation,
has 38 Member States: Albania, Armenia, Austr ia, Belgium, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, C zech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungar y, I reland, I taly, L ithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Nor way,
Poland, Por tugal, Romania, S erbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic  of  Macedonia, Turkey, Ukraine
and United Kingdom of  Great  Britain and Nor thern Ireland.

EUROCONTROL's  mission is  to  harmonise and integrate air  navigation
ser vices  in  Europe, aiming at  the creation of  a  uniform air  traff ic
management (ATM) system for  c ivi l  and mil itar y users, in  order  to
achieve the safe, secure, orderly, expedit ious and economic f low of
traff ic  throughout Europe, while  minimising adverse environmental
impac t.

Copyright: © Januar y 2009; The European Organisation for  the S afet y of  Air  Navigation (EUROCONTROL).
Disclaimer: This  document is  publ ished by EUROCONTROL for  information purposes. I t  may be copied in
whole or  in  par t, provided that  EUROCONTROL is  mentioned as  the source and to the ex tent just i f ied by the
non-commercial  use (not  for  sale).
The information in this  document may not  be modif ied without prior  written permission from EUROCONTROL. 

For further information visit the European
CDM website www.euro-cdm.org or contact: 
EUROCONTROL Airport CDM Project Team

EUROCONTROL

Rue de la Fusée, 96

B-1130 Brussels, Belgium

Tel.: +32 2 729 3390

Fax.: +32 2 729 9193 

TAKE STEPS TO BOOST YOUR EFFICIENCY
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E
very airport is different, and has

different needs. The good news is that

Airport CDM is totally flexible and can

help to solve different problems. Even airport

size or traffic volumes are not limiting

factors to implementing Airport CDM. Airport

CDM can help to boost operational efficiency

at any airport.

Different motives  

It is natural that different partners will have

different views on what the most pressing

issue at their airport is. Long delays

disrupting efficient hub operations can be

seen as the major problem by the airline,

while ATC can be frustrated by de-icing

procedures that consistently undermine

Steps to boost efficiency

What’s your

priority?

Typical motives to implement Airport CDM:

■ User-unfriendly layout 

■ Limited capacity of Runway and Taxiway system

■ Limited number of stands/gates

■ Long winter season and inefficient de-icing procedures

■ Inefficient pre-departure sequencing resulting in long waiting times and many wasted slots

■ Insufficient number of personnel at smaller airports

Munich and Brussels had different

expectations for Airport CDM

implementation: Munich is a

modern, optimally designed airport

with a user-friendly layout, but in

need of more capacity. Whereas

Brussels, like Frankfurt or Madrid,

has developed over the years and

has a layout that is far from ideal.

Punctuality and long queues of

departing aircraft waiting at

holding points were particular

issues at Brussels. 
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planning of the pre-departure sequence. 

Depending on the main issues prevailing at

the airport, the approach towards Airport

CDM implementation will differ from airport

to airport, allowing more attention to be

paid to particular problems. But even if the

focus is on improving performance in a

specific area, the other partners still see the

benefits of more efficient operations and

enhanced communication.

Basics are the same

Airport CDM is flexible and there are several

Airport CDM elements that help to deal with

different issues. The Milestone Approach is

focused on improving the accuracy of time

predictions, Variable Taxi Time calculation

will help to increase ATFM slot adherence,

while CDM in Adverse Conditions is ideal for

What’s your priority?

Perceived priorities expressed by

attendees at A-CDM training course,

IANS Luxembourg, October 2008.

More efficient

use of facilities

Reduce
delays

Reduce
costs

Increase
capacity

Environmental

impact

Fuel 
efficiency

optimising de-icing procedures. But whatever

the main area that needs improving is, the

basic steps of Airport CDM are always the

same: 

■ Create common situational awareness by

sharing the right information at the right

time with the right partners 

■ Create a common airport information

platform

■ Use one common vocabulary 

■ Develop tools and procedures that are

acceptable to all partners

For more information on how to build

strong foundations and the relationship

between the different Airport CDM elements

see pages 22-25.

Whatever your priority, include

ALL partners

There are many important things that you

need to keep in mind when implementing

Airport CDM. But one of the most crucial

success factors is involvement of ALL partners

at your airport. Ground handling companies

and de-icing companies are often forgotten,

yet without these, the system cannot work

properly. 

Military users, general aviation and business

jets often do not have a means of complying

with the published procedures, yet they can

significantly affect the efficiency of operations

at the airport. Think about how you can

include them. 

For more Lessons learnt from implementations

across Europe see pages 32-33.

General Aviation users have a

dedicated counter at Munich

airport where airport personnel

will help them to update the

status of their flights and help

them to stay in the loop. 

Save
costs

Optimise
resources2

3

■ Milestones for efficient operations■ The economic win-win 
■ The change challenge 
■ Environmental benefits 

Improve
planning1

Airport CDM has been pioneered by Brussels, Munich, Zurich

and Barcelona airports. Many others are also at various

stages of planning and implementation    including Amster-

dam Schiphol, Prague and Oslo. 

Airport CDM is one of the five priority measures in the

Flight Efficiency Plan published by IATA, CANSO and

EUROCONTROL. It is also an enabler to many of the

technological advances being developed by SESAR.

Studies have shown that Airport CDM offers substantial

benefits for minimal investment – and that EVERYONE wins

– airlines, airport operators, air traffic control, ground han-

dlers and the air transport network as a whole. 

Find out more about what is involved in Airport CDM, the

processes and the benefits, by reading the Guide and the

Manual, published by Eurocontrol or visiting the dedicated

website www.euro-cdm.org and downloading the reports

and studies available. 

You can also talk to the Eurocontrol Airport CDM Team who

are actively supporting Airport CDM implementations across

Europe. 


